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(Received 9 November 1987; accepted for publication 5 January 1988) 
Emission from the rear side of 263-nm laser irradiated thin foil targets shows the temporal 
profile of rear surface heating by several processes with different energy transport mechanisms. 
Formation and decay of shock waves are observed by varying target thickness. Propagation of 
a thermal conduction wave is dearly separated from the shock propagation. 
The study of energy transport is of particular impor-
tance to laser fusion. The preheat should be minimal ( « 1 % ), and the absorbed energy rate and following com-
pression must be as high as possible. Energy transport may 
affect directly the level of preheat and the degree of compres-
sion. There are several target heating processes, such as 
those due to thermal conduction, shock waves, x-ray radi-
ation and hot electron. 1 A short wavelength laser (/. < 1 jim) 
is known to be advantageous for laser fusion because of its 
high-energy absorption and low hot-electron generation.2 
We observed rear side emission3 - 5 of thin foil targets irra-
diated by a 263-nm laser. By using this method5 net only 
shock wave propagation but also radiation heating and the 
thermal conduction wave could be observed. 
In this letter the growth and decay of shock waves are 
observed and are compared with a model of the shock forma-
tion. Also observed is the emission due to thermal conduc-
tion. We then discuss the processes of the energy transporL 
One arm of the Gekko IV four beam glass laser system ((;)0: 
A = 1.053,um) was quadrupled (L\.lUo: A = 0.263 ,um) with 
the use of two KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate) 
crystals. The 4{oo energy was around 1 J with a 40D-ps pulse 
full width at half-maximum. Using a quartz lens whose focal 
length was 80 cm, a typical spot size was 100 jim in diameter 
which contains 90% of the laser energy at 0° of incident 
angle. On target intensity was a few times lOB W lern". Thin 
aluminum foils were used for targets whose thickness ranged 
from 0.7 to 20,lm. Irradiating the front side of the target, the 
absorbed laser energy is transported through the target via 
several mechanisms, causing rear side emissions. Emissions 
from the rear side were optically relayed onto a time streak 
camera (S-20) slit by quartz lenses at an observation angle of 
45° to the target normal. The time resolution was 30 ps. A 
time fiducial was introduced into the streak camera by an 
optical fiber which picked up a part of the incoming laser 
light. Using a tungsten lamp, the absolute sensitivity of this 
streak camera was calibrated in situ so that a blackbody tem-
perature could be assigned for the rear side emission. 
a) Present address: R&D center, nOVA, Musashino 3-3-1, Akishima, To-
kyo 196, Japan. 
b) Present address: Institute for Laser Technology, Yamada-oka 2-6, Svita, 
Osaka 565, Japan. 
Temporally reSOlved emissions from the rear side of the 
alminum foils are shown in Figs. 1 (a) -1 (e). These data 
show absolute temperatures in the vertical axis, which were 
obtained numerically with the assumption of blackbody ra-
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FIG. l. Rear side emissions of aluminum foil targets: (a) 0.73 {.Lill, (b) 5.0 
.urn, (c) 6.5,urn, (d) 8.0,urn, (e) 20 11m. The temperature (vertical axis) 
was calculated from fitting to a blackbody emission. Calibration was per-
fOl'med with a tungstf'n lamp. FRJ' mf'ans fast rise peak. SRP means ,low 
rise peak. 
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diation, and comparing to the calibrated tungsten lamp mea-
surement. The time is shown in the horizontal axis. The time 
zero is the laser peak which ,\-vas obtained absolutely by the 
optical fiber fiducial. In Fig. 1 (a), the emission shows a SIt? 
(slow rise peak: /), Tri," -1 us) and its peak temperature cor-
responds to 3.8 eV. After the peak the emission decays slow-
ly. And it was also confirmed by a "imv sweep streak camera 
that no more peaks appear after the SRP. The emission his-
tory shows a change for targets thicker than 5 {.tm. The SRP 
delays and decays, and a FRP (fast rise peak: ~ l~i,e = 1 OO~ 
200 ps) appears in front of the SRP. For a 6.5-llm-thick 
target the FRP grows and the SRP decays further, For a 
target thicker than g,O {I,m [Figs, l(d) and 1 (e) L only the 
FRJ! could be observed within the time frame of the streak 
camera, and the SRP came much late" in time, and the FRP 
also decayed with target thickness. Separation between the 
FRP and SRP was 7 liS, for exr:mple, for the 7 pm target. In 
Fig. 2 (a) the temperature of the observed FRP and SR.P is 
plotted as a function ofthc thickness, The thicker the targets, 
the lower the SRP temperatures become. The FRP tempera-
ture rises tiE 7 Jim thickness and then the FRP temperature 
decays, f,'rom both ligures the FRP and SRP appear to be 
caused by different processes. 
Absorbed energies may be transported from the iront 
side of thc target to the rear by seVeral possible processes: 
direct heating by transmitted x n~ys, shock wave propaga-
tion, and thermal COilductiol1. Heating supra thermal 
electrons, 'Nhich usually results fmm nonlinear coupling of 
laser aDd plasmas, is excluded since the collisional absorp-
tion process is so domhlant in 4«J() laser plasmas_] 
First we consider the heating by x rays, When a target is 
irradiated by the 4(,) laser, the ahsorbed laser energy is con-" 
verted to the x-my energy with a high conver"iOll 
6 And a part of this x··rilY energy is In:msported 
FIG. 2. (a) Temperature "S target thickness for SRP 8nd FRP. TJ1er" are 
two types ufreak: a slow rise peak (SIR},) and a fast rise peak (FRP), The 
FRP has a peak tempcratUt-c <t( the thickness of7 11m Ai. The intensity aftlle 
SRI' decre2Jscs monotonically '.with targt't ,hickno:ss, (b) Calclliated pres-
sure profile. We assume that a triangle temporal shapt' pressure :s intro-
duced for this (;akulatioll. Tj,e value of the pressure is 1 Mh. The temporal 
width is 400 ps at the half-ruaximum" The shock wave grows ,weI' SOlln: 
distance :.md reaches maximum pressure at the depth of 51';m m:d tlIen de-
cays. 
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through the target, and is reabsorbed at the rear side of the 
target (direct heating). The distribution of the x-ray depos-
ited energy may be determined by the absorption cross sec-
tion. The absorption distribution and the deposited energy is 
expressed as 7 
. dT! 
TJ(\xo) = -II ~x 
dx Xu 
= -- 2_ fe 1+- Nux,)e . ,voxEr(hv)dhv, (1) 
3kN!C(; J 
where E f (hl') is the experimental x-ray emission spectrum, 
k is the Boltzmann constant, ]V is the density of the target, !Y 
is the absorption cross i'eetion, Xu is the depth of the target, 
and 'Ix is the deposited energy at the depth x = Xo of the 
heated tzxget. From this calculation the rear side could be 
heated by direct x-ray heating up to a tcmpe,ature as shown 
in Tabk I which is too low cmnpared 10 the observed rear 
side tcmpcrat:lfCS, Thm; the observed rea.r side emission is 
:aot caused by x-ray healing, 
Next we consider the thermal conduction iIlc1uding the 
ablation process. AccorcUng to the rocket moriel the ablation 
speed is expressed 
d 
--d dt - G 
i t; I X --~ ~--.- ,,,-..: 1 0" eml s. 
Pnfg!cm'l 
4/3 
From thi,; equation the quasi-humthwugh time 7.iJ can be 
estimated, These burmhrough times agree with the SRI"s 
shown in Fig. 1; O,73pm aJuminum is abOlit 0.7 as, for e:'<'&1--
pIe. So the SRP emissions codd well be caused hy the ther-
mal conduction driven the ablation, And in a tar-get 
thicker tIl an 5 pm the SRI' 'Velocity slows since the 
front ofthcnnal conduction loses its driving er;crgy "fter the 
laser pube_ Thus the SRJl's observed ror the ta;rget thicknes~; 
tess trr;;;.n :5 !im are consistent ·,with the emissions caused 
the ablation and rhcnrwl condul'tion, 
Out of ;JlCse rt1(;chanisms of energy transport in 
solid foils, the x-ray heating and the mass ablation have been 
discussed §c far. The res! of this :;ection i.1i devoted to fstow 
the FRP's ::t;"e due ':0 the shock heating, VVe first estimate ,he 
shock am! the arrival time in the Al target. The 
shock wave front grows and decays when it propaggteso As-
suming the ;,ncidem tempera! slu.:.pe of pressure is a triangu-
lar pulse, ,he ~ho~k front grows because the shock velocity 
increaSes with its shock amplitUde. The "hock decay is ex-
pressed 
TABLE LX-my (kpOStled energy in til" ,dumil1.um target ,-,,,h;ulated us-
ing the cxrcrinK-nL~l x-r;,:;.y ernission data and absorption CfGtiS section. 
Target th\cknc~3 X(J 
(lLUI) 
0.73 
),() 
fl.5 
8.0 
20 
Deposited energy T, 
(eV) 
l.bO 
5.0;< 10- ; 
l.R >~ 10- J 
7.7x,10 "t 
9, 'Ye< 10 
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DP 
Dt 
(3) 
where P is the pressure, A is the coefficient for the material, 
Tp is the incident laser pulse duration, Pm is the maximum 
pressure, C is the sound velocity, and u is the particle veloc-
ity. Figure 2 (b) shows a calculated curve ofthe shock front 
pressure in an aluminum target using Eq. (3). This shock 
wave calculation gives us a profile of the shock front forma-
tion and decay. The shock front grows "\lith the target thick-
ness and reaches its maximum value of several Mb at 7 pm, 
and then decays for the target thicker than that. From the 
Hugoniot relation in a target the higher the shock amplitude 
is, the faster the shock velocity is. Thus the amplitude of the 
shock front increases with shock penetration. From our data 
the shock front reaches its peak value at about 7 pm depth. 
For a thickness more than 7 11m the shock starts decaying, 
since the rarefaction wave is usuaHy much faster than the 
speed afthe shock and catches the shock fronto 10 Experimen-
tal points are plotted as dots (A) in Fig. 2 (a) and show a 
good agreement with the theoretical curve. At the decaying 
part, the model shows more gradual decay because a pure 
one dimensionality is assumed, while a more three-dimen-
sional plasma expansion accelerates the rarefaction wave in 
the experiment. 
In conclusion, we have observed the formation and the 
decay of a 4(u laser induced shock wave in the aluminum foil 
targets. The shock wave (FRP) had a peak value at the 
depth of7 ,urn in the Al foil targets at the irradiation intensity 
of a few times 1013 W /em". Also observed were the temporal-
ly resolved emissions due to the transmission of the thermal 
788 AppL Physo Lett., Vol. 52, No. 10,7 March i988 
conduction (SRP) in Al foil targets which was distinctively 
separated from the shock front. 
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